
Anchorage Anchorage Check of vessels in anchorage each day
Anchorage Dye Tab Board vessel and place dye tablets in head (toilet).  Ensure marine sanitation system does not leak
Assisting Vessels Over 20' Assisting or educating Vessels over 20' (Anchorage Boundary Issue, Pump Out sinking vessel)
Assisting Vessels under 20' Assisting or educating Vessels under 20' (Anchorage Boundary Issue, Pump Out sinking vessel)
Boat Maintenance Performing routine maintenance on the Department's patrol vessels
Bridge Jumpers Warning/Educating people not to jump 
Daily Anchorage Check Count of boats in anchorage each day
Dewatering Vessels Using HD equipment to remove water from vessels in danger of sinking
Discharge/Pollution Any pollutant being discharged into the water
Emergency Any emergency sent to 911 and/or assist in such circimstances
General Assist General Harbor Information, Misc. Catch all for activities not otherwise categorized
Hazards/Debris Large Debris in water such as log, chair, shopping cart, etc.
Impound Vessel Impounded in place or at dock
Incident Progressed Incident but not level of Emergency
Marina Park Dock Maint. Maintenance, repair and improvements for the visitor-serving marina at Marina Park
Mooring Assist Helping Permittee or Sub-permittee on or off of the mooring
Mooring Check Checks on moorings that are necessary outside the daily mooring vacancy checks, Checking lines, etc.
Navigational Lighting Inspection and advisories on requirements for lighting on vessels after dusk
Noise Noise complaint
Paddleboard/Kayak Assisting or educating paddleboarders or kayakers
Patrol Check Conduct a review of field conditions in a specific area of the harbor
Proactive Patrol After hours patrols focussed on specific reports or concers (noise, live-aboards, public dock use, etc.)
Public Contact Education of rules and regulations in the harbor
Public Dock Enforcement Boat tagged at public dock
Public Dock/Pier/Bridge Gangway detached, Maintenance Issues, etc. support for Public Works and Utilities
Pump Out Pump-Out Dock Issue (Enforcement of time limits or inoperable pump)
Registration & Insurance Follow up with Permittees on Expired Documents
Sea Lions Sea Lion Complaint, Abatement Effort
Speeding Wake Advisement/ educating boaters to slow down
Spreader Line Inspect, notice and correct conditions with spreader lines on moorings
Subpermit Dye Tab Administer dye tab test for vessel assigned to a subpermitted mooring
Swim Line Replace/readjust/broken swim line issues
Trash Daily trash pick up
Vessel Inspection Perform standard inspection on vessel before assignment to mooring
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